New Jersey Media Outlets

Newswire’s Media Database provides targeted media outreach opportunities to key trade journals, publications, and outlets. The following records are related to traditional media from radio, print and television based on the information provided by the media.

Note: The listings may be subject to change based on the latest data.

Radio Stations
1. "Best of the 80's" with Matt Dog
2. 99U
3. A Fabulous Hour with Charlie Gracie
4. Cruising
5. dig!
6. Educationally Speaking with Joyce Estey & Will Austin
7. Marketplace Morning Report
8. Mike & Diane Show
9. The Anita Marks Show
10. THE BLAZE
11. The Morning Program with RNJ Morning Mike
12. The Remix Top Countdown 30
13. THE WALL ROCK RADIO
14. WBBO-FM [B 98.5]
15. WCHR-AM [WCHR 920 AM]
16. WCZT-FM [98.7 the Coast]
17. WDVR-FM
19. WFMU-FM
20. WGLS-FM [Rowan Radio]
21. WICB-FM
22. WILC-AM [900 AM WILC]
23. WJDM-AM
24. WJSE-FM [106.3 WJSE]
25. WKNJ-FM
26. WMSC-FM
27. WMTR-AM [Classic Oldies WMTR]
28. WMUC Sports
29. WNTI-FM [91.9 WNTI]
30. WOBM-AM [WOBM AM 1160 and 1310]
31. WPOV-LP [The Vine]
32. WPRB-FM
33. WPSC-FM [WP 88.7 FM]
34. WPST-FM [94.5 PST]
35. WQSH-FM [Rewind 105.7]
36. WRBB-FM
37. WRNJ-AM
38. WRPR-FM [90.3 FM Ramapo Radio]
39. WRRC-FM [WRRC 107.7 FM]
40. WSOU-FM
41. WTSR-FM
42. WVLT-FM [Cruisin' 92.1]
43. WVPH-FM
44. WZXL-FM [100.7 ZXL South Jersey's Rock Station]

Publication & Print
1. 07030 HOBKEN
2. 411MANIA
3. 5 Minute Briefing: Information Management
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| 4. 9BLISS                      | 42. Bridgeton Area Chamber of Commerce Business News |
| 5. AASP NEWS                  | 43. Burlington County Times                       |
| 6. ADNATIONNEWS               | 44. Business Travel EXECUTIVE                      |
| 7. Advisor Perspectives       | 45. BUSTLE                                       |
| 8. Ahora News                 | 46. CAMPANA NEWS                                  |
| 9. AIN - Aviation International News | 47. CARD MANUFACTURING                            |
| 10. AINonline                 | 48. CASTLE ROCK NEWS-PRESS                        |
| 11. AJMC                      | 49. CBS SOAPS IN DEPTH                            |
| 12. Ale Street News - Main Edition | 50. CECIL WHIG                                  |
| 14. ALL HIPHOP                | 52. Chatham Courier                              |
| 15. allkpop.com               | 53. CM (COMMUNITY MAGAZINE)                       |
| 16. altmuslimah               | 54. Commercial Mortgage ALERT                    |
| 17. AmmoLand                  | 55. COMMUNICATIONS IN CONTEMPORARY MATHEMATICS    |
| 18. ANNUAL REVIEW OF VIROLOGY | 56. COMPUTATIONAL STATISTICS & DATA ANALYSIS     |
| 19. Area Auto Racing News     | 57. ComUNICO                                     |
| 20. AROUND THE RINGS          | 58. ConsumerReports                              |
| 21. ASBURY PARK PRESS         | 59. CONTEMPORARY STONE & TILE DESIGN             |
| 22. Atlantic Highlands Herald | 60. CONTRACT PHARMA                               |
| 23. Atlanticville             | 61. Convenience Store Decisions                  |
| 25. Baristanet                | 63. Cosmetic DERMATOLOGY                         |
| 26. Baristanet Family         | 64. CQ ROLL CALL                                 |
| 27. BARRON'S Online           | 65. DAILY GAME                                   |
| 29. Baseball Essential        | 67. Dark Knight News                             |
| 30. BC The Mag                | 68. Delight gluten free                          |
| 31. BEAUTY NEWS LA            | 69. DEN OF GEEK! - US                            |
| 32. Beauty Packaging          | 70. DENTISTRY TODAY                              |
| 33. BEST'S REVIEW             | 71. designNJ                                     |
| 34. BESTWEEK                  | 72. Dolphin Digest                               |
| 35. BestWire                  | 73. DOW JONES                                    |
| 36. BF (BUSINESS FACILITIES)  | 74. Downashore                                   |
| 37. Biochemistry & Physiology: Open Access | 75. EASTSIDE                             |
| 38. BIOMATERIALS FORUM        | 76. Echoes-Sentinel                              |
| 39. Biznology Newsletter      | 77. ecouterre                                    |
| 40. BLOGTALKRADIO             |                                                |
| 41. Brand INNOVATORS          |                                                |
285. The New York Times
286. The New York Times Magazine
287. THE NONPROFIT TIMES
288. The Observer
289. The Philadelphia Inquirer
290. The Photo News
291. THE PITT NEWS
292. the Post Chronicle
293. THE PRESS OF ATLANTIC CITY
294. The Press OF ATLANTIC CITY
295. THE PRINCETON PACKET
296. THE PRODUCE NEWS
297. The Record
298. THE Rider News
299. THE SANDPAPER
300. the Setonian
301. The Showcase
302. The Showcase - Warren/Watchung Edition
303. The Signal
304. The South Asian Times
305. The SOUTHERN OCEAN TIMES
306. The Spectator - Clinton
307. The Star-Ledger
308. The Temple News
309. The Times of Trenton
310. THE TOWER
311. THE TOWER ONLINE
312. The Trentonian
313. THE UKRAINIAN WEEKLY
314. THE VOORHEES SUN
315. THE WALL STREET JOURNAL
316. THE WESLEYAN ARGUS
317. THE WESTFIELD LEADER
318. THE WHIT
319. TOMORROWSTRENDS.COM
320. Toms River Times
321. TOWN TOPICS
322. travelmarket report
323. TROPICAL FISH HOBBYIST
324. TV Technology
325. U.S. 1
326. U.S. 1 Newspaper
327. U.S. Pharmacist
328. ULTIMATE HOMES
329. UNION COUNTY LOCALSOURCE
330. UNIQUE HOMES
331. UNLEASH THE FANBOY
332. Vibrance
333. VICINITY MAGAZINE
334. VISTAZO HISPANO
335. Vitamin Retailer
336. VSR (VERTICAL SYSTEMS RESELLER)
337. WanderLUST Magazine
338. Washington Township Times
339. WebTalkRadio
340. WELDING PRODUCTIVITY
341. West Orange Chronicle
342. Wild River Review
343. WISCONSIN AUTOMOTIVE NEWS
344. Yachting

TV Stations

1. 441 Productions
2. abc NEWS
3. ABC Television Network
4. America's Oil Rush: Bust or Boom
5. As Seen on TV
6. BAUSER MEDIA GROUP
7. Best Jobs Ever
8. BEYOND OUR REALITY
9. Beyond the Barrel: The Race to Fuel the Future
10. Big Brother, Big Business
12. Biography on CNBC
13. Bizzy Blondes Entertainment
14. BSTV Entertainment
15. Closing Bell
16. CNBC
17. CNBC Titans
18. Comcast SportsNet Philadelphia
19. Divorce Wars
20. Fast Money
21. FOX NEWS
22. Hockey Night Live!
23. Luxury Boom: The New Big Spenders
24. Mad Money
25. Marijuana Country
26. Maury Show
27. MSNBC
28. NBA TV
29. NBC NEWS
30. NBC Nightly News
31. NBC Nightly News With Brian Williams
32. NBC Television Network
33. NBCUniversal
34. NetNet with John Carney & Jeff Cox
35. NEWS 12 NEW JERSEY
36. Nightly Business Report
37. NJTV [NJTV]
38. NJTV News with Mary Alice Williams
39. Noticiero 47
40. Noticiero 47 - Primera Edición
41. Noticiero Telemundo
42. On The Couch
43. Paper Route Productions
44. POWER LUNCH
45. Shore Sports Network
46. SiriusXM NBA Radio
47. SNY (SportsNet New York)
48. Squawk Box
49. Squawk on the Street
50. Street Signs
51. Telemundo Noticiero 47 Primera Edición
52. The American Tax Cheat
53. The Coffee Addiction
54. The Costco Craze: Inside the Warehouse Giant
55. The Final Cut
56. The Molotsky Money Hour
57. The Suze Orman Show
58. Til Debt Do Us Part
59. Urban Animals
60. WE tv
61. WMBC-TV [WMBC TV 63]
62. WNBC-TV [NBC 4 New York]
63. WNJU-TV [Telemundo NY]

New Jersey Media Outlets

1. ars TECHNICA
2. BGR
3. CLIMATE CENTRAL
4. Enescorp International
5. FamFriendsFood
6. GIGAOM
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7. gothamist  
8. Search Engine Land  
9. The Food Section  
10. THE HUFFINGTON POST